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[57] ABSTRACT

In a compressed motion picture signal expander, if the

compressed motion picture signal includes an uncor-

rectable signal error, the resulting defective picture

block can be replaced by a replacement picture block

that blends in smoothly with the picture blocks sur-

rounding it. Hence the picture error resulting from the

uncorrectable signal error is concealed. The defective

picture block resulting from a signal portion including

an uncorrectable signal error is replaced by a replace-

ment block produced by prediction from a past picture

using the motion ofthe past picture. In this manner, the

defective picture block can be replaced by the replace-

ment picture block that blends smoothly with the sur-

rounding picture blocks regardless of the existence of

motion in the picture. When an uncorrectable signal

error is detected, the expander determines whether or

not the motion quantity represented by the motion vec-

tor of the picture block of the past picture correspond-

ing to the defective picture block is larger than a prede-

termined value. If the motion quantity is large, the re-

placement picture block is generated by intra-picture

interpolation, using the pixel values of the boundary

pixels in the picture blocks surrounding the defective

picture block. If the motion quantity is small, the re-

placement picture block produced by prediction block

is used. In this manner, the error resulting from the

uncorrectable signal can be concealed and rendered

unnoticeable, regardless of the motion quantity repre-

sented by the compressed motion picture signal.

10 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets
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COMPRESSED MOTION PICTURE SIGNAL
EXPANDER WITH ERROR CONCEALMENT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to an apparatus for expanding a

compressed motion picture signal reproduced from a

recording media such as a compact disc, cassette tape,

and optical disc etc.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Conventionally, since recording a motion picture

signal requires that an extremely large amount of infor-

mation be recorded, a recording medium capable of an

extremely high rate of recording and reproduction is

required For example, to record and reproduce an

NTSC-standard video signal requires the use of a con-

ventional video disc having a very large information

recording capacity. If it is desired to record the motion

picture signal on a smaller recording medium having a

smaller recording capacity, and to provide a recording

time comparable with that of a conventional video disc,

the motion picture signal must be compressed using a

form of high-efficiency compression prior to recording.

Additionally, means for efficiently expanding the com-
pressed motion picture signal must also be provided.

In order to comply with these demands, various high-

efficiency systems for compressing motion picture sig-

nals have been proposed. One ofthese systems is known
as the MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) system.

In the MPEG system, differences between pictures of

the motion picture signal are determined to reduce

redundancy in the time domain. These differences are

then subject to a discrete cosine transform (DCT) to

reduce the redundancy in the spatial domain. However,
in the MPEG system, the decoder is disposed at an

upstream position in the decoding stage. Therefore, if

the compressed motion picture signal includes an error

which cannot be corrected by the error correcting abil-

ity of the decoder, the resulting motion picture output

signal lacks a portion corresponding to the erroneous

part of the compressed signal If no error concealment
processing is applied to the motion picture output sig-

nal, the missing signal portion impairs the quality of the
picture displayed in response to the motion picture

output signal

Accordingly, an uncorrectable error in the com-
pressed motion picture signal is conventionally con-

cealed by fitting part of a past picture in place of the

missing portion of the current picture. This method is

effective when there is no motion in the missing portion

in the current picture relative to the past picture. How-
ever, the missing portion and portions of the picture

surrounding the missing portion will not connect

smoothly if there is motion between the current picture

and the past picture. Therefore, the picture error result-

ing from the error in the compressed motion picture

signal will still be noticeable, and an acceptable result

will not always be obtained.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

In view ofthe foregoing, an object of this invention is

to provide an apparatus for expanding a compressed
motion picture signal which can provide an improved
fidelity in the reproduced picture when the reproduced

,076
2

compressed motion picture signal includes an uncor-

rectable signal error.

Another object of the invention is to provide an appa-
ratus for expanding a compressed motion picture signal

5 which can expand the compressed motion picture signal

in a manner that renders missing portions of the picture

resulting from uncorrectable signal errors unnoticeable,

regardless of the motion of the missing portion.

The foregoing objects and other objects of the inven-

10 tion have been achieved by the provision of a com-
pressed motion picture signal expander for expanding a

compressed motion picture signal to provide a motion
picture output signal. The compressed motion picture

signal comprises a sequence of signal portions. Each
15 signal portion represents pan of a picture and includes a

motion vector. The apparatus comprises an error cor-

rector and a decoder. The error corrector corrects

errors in the compressed motion picture signal, and
supplies an error detection signal when an uncorrecta-

20 ble error is detected in a signal portion. The decoder

decodes each signal portion of the compressed motion

picture signal using a previously-decoded picture and
the motion vector of the signal portion to provide a

portion of the motion picture output signal The de-

25 coder also provides a portion of the motion picture

output signal using the previously-decoded picture and
a previous motion vector used by the decoding means
to decode the previously-decoded picture when the

error detection signal indicates an uncorrectable error is

30 detected in a signal portion.

The invention also provides a compressed motion
picture signal expander for expanding a compressed
motion picture signal to provide a motion picture out-

put signal. The compressed motion picture signal com-
35 prises a sequence of signal portions. Each signal portion

represents part of a picture and includes a motion vec-

tor. The apparatus comprises a error corrector and a
decoder. The error corrector means corrects errors in

the compressed motion picture signal, and supplies an

40 error detection signal when an uncorrectable error is

detected in a signal portion. The decoder for decodes
each signal portion of the compressed motion picture

signal using a previously-decoded picture and the mo-
tion vector of the signal portion to provide a portion of

45 the motion picture output signal. The decoding means
also provides either a predictive picture signal or an

interpolated picture signal as the portion of the motion
picture output signal when the error detection signal

indicates an uncorrectable error is detected in a signal

50 portion.

In expanding the compressed motion picture signal,

when an uncorrectable error is detected, the defective

portion of the picture is replaced with a predictive pic-

ture signal which is produced using a previously-

55 decoded picture and a motion vector used to decode the

previously-decoded picture. In this manner, the defec-

tive picture information resulting from the uncorrecta-

ble error can be concealed in a way that is unnoticeable,

even if the amount of motion represented by the signal

60 portion including the uncorrectable error.

Further, the replacement picture may be obtained

using either intra-picture interpolated picture data or

predictive picture data, depending on the amount of
motion indicated by the motion vector of the block

65 located in the previously-decoded picture at the posi-

tion of the defective picture block in the current pic-

ture. In this way, the defective picture information due
to the uncorrectable error can be concealed so as to be

07/26/2002, EAST Version: 1.03,0002
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unnoticeable, regardless of the amount of motion of DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
represented by the portion of the compressed motion INVENTION
picture signal in which the uncorrectable error is de-

Jectei
Preferred embodiments of the invention will be de-

According to the invention, the defective picture
5 scribed with rrference to the accompanying drawings:

block derived from the portion of the compressed mc-
FIG- 1, generally indicates the apparatus for

, . . _ , t compressing a motion picture signal The apparatus
tion picture signal in which the uncorrectable error ^ e mput viz the mput tenni-
signal is detected is replaced by a picture block obtained ^ 2 ^ picturc mpnt dgnad ^ ^ formcd by
by performing motion compensation on a previously-

10 convening an analog motion picture signal read out
decoded picture using the motion vector for the block fVQm a recording medium, such as an optical disc etc.,

located in the previously-decoded picture at the posi- into a digital signal

tion of the defective picture block in the current pic- The apparatus 1 compresses the motion picture input

ture. In this manner, regardless of the amount of the signal SI to provide intra-picture coded pictures (I-pio

motion represented by the signal portion in which the 15 tures) I, forward prediction-coded pictures (P-pictures)

uncorrectable error is detected, the defective portion of P, and bidirectional prediction-coded pictures (B-pic-

the picture resulting from the uncorrectable error can tures) B, as shown in FIG. Z
be replaced by a picture portion that connects smoothly The I-pictures (10, II, . . . ) are pictures that are sub-

to the surrounding portions of the picture. J** to compression independently of other pictures.

According to the invention, when an uncorrectable 20 forward predictior^oded P-pictures (P0, PI .

)

. m m . . , . , .- are pictures to which motion prediction is applied in
error is dctactodlfe predictive picture signal is subsd- P

^ forward direction, and flic bidi-
tuted for the defective picture block, or a picture b ock

rectional prediction-coded B-pictures (BO, Bl, . .
.
) are

obtamed by interpolation using the boundary pixels of
picVares to which motion prediction is applied in both

the blocks surrounding the defective picture block is
25 forward^ reverse directions,

substituted for the defective picture block. Thereby, -r^e subtractor 3 receives blocks of the motion pic-

regardless of the amount of motion represented by the mput signai si via the input terminal 2, and also

signal portion in which the uncorrectable error is de- receives from the frame memory 4 blocks of a reference

tected, the defective portion of the picture resulting picture signal S2 of a previous picture stored in the

from the uncorrectable error can be replaced by a pic- 30 frame memory 4. The subtractor 3 generates a block of

ture portion that connects smoothly to the surrounding differences between each block of the motion picture

portions of the picture. input signal SI and the corresponding block of the ref-

The nature, principle and utility of the invention will erence picture signal S2f which it supplies to the dis-

become more apparent from the following detailed crete cosine transform circuit 5.

description when read in conjunction with the accom- 35 The discrete cosine transform circuit 5 takes advan-

panying drawings in which like parts are designated by tage of two-dimensional correlation of the pictures

like reference numerals or characters.
constituting the motion picture by applying a dscrete

cosine transform of each block of differences S3, and

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS supplies the resulting transform coefficients S4 to the

In the^accompanying drawings:
40 qU

^Lmtizer 6 quantizes the transform coefficients
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the construction ^^ a quantizmg step size, and

of an embodiment of an apparatus for compressing a ^pMg^^c resulting quantized transform coefficients
motion picture signal to provide a compressed_motion ^ tQ ±Q variable-length coder 7.

picture signal for expansion by the compressed motion 45 The varjaWe length coder 7 applies variable-length

signal expander according to the invention; coding to the quantized transform coefficients S5 and
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing inter-frame supplies the resulting coded transform coefficients S6 to

motion prediction; the multiplexer 8.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the construction The multiplexer 8 multiplexes a motion vector S7 for

of an embodiment of the compressed motion picture 50 each block, supplied by the encoder 9, with a picture

signal expander according to the invention; signal component including the coded transform coeffi-

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing inter-frame cients S6, and supplies the resulting multiplexed signal

motion prediction when a block including an uncorrect- to the output buffer 10. The multiplexed signal is then

able error is detected in the intra-frame coded picture read <"*t of the output buffer 10 as the compressed mo-

H;

55 tion picture signal S8.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing motion com- ™e ™°*» Picttt
f
e sif^

compressor 1 alsoincludes

oensation bv a motion vector
*e oca^ decoder 11, which carries out local decoding

^™ , ^ ' . . . - of the quantized transform coefficients S5 included in
FIG. 6 b a schematic digram showing mter-frame ^^ ressed motion picture dgnal ss, and supplies

moUon prediction when a block mcludmg an uncorrect- a ^ reconstructed pictures to the frame mem-
able error is detected in the intra-frame coded picture Qrv ^
^ In the local decoder 11, the inverse quantizer 12 carries

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram showing block interpo- out inverse quantizing ofthe quantized transform coeffi-

latioa; cients S5, and the inverse discrete cosine transform

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram showing intra-frame 55 circuit 13 applies an inverse discrete cosine transform to

interpolating processing; and the resulting transform coefficients S10. The resulting

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram showing another em- recovered difference block Sll is supplied to the adder

bodiment 14.
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The adder 14 adds the block of the reference picture The reconstructed picture block S29 is one block of a

signal S2, which is fed back from the frame memory 4, new reconstructed picture that is stored in successive

to the recovered difference block SIX to provide a re- blocks in the frame memory 29. Once all the blocks of

constructed picture block, which is then stored in the the new reconstructed picture have been stored in the

frame memory 4 as a block of a new reconstructed 5 frame memory 29, blocks of the new reconstructed

picture corresponding to the current picture. The new picture can be read out as reference blocks for use in

reconstructed picture, when complete, will serve as a reconstructing other pictures of the motion picture

reference picture for compressing other pictures of the signal Moreover, the new reconstructed picture is read

motion picture signal. out from the frame memory to provide a picture of the

The motion picture signal compressor 1 obtains the 10 motion picture output signal S34.

motion vector for each block of the motion picture The switching circuit 30 is controlled by the switch-

input signal SI by supplying the motion picture input signal S23 from the error detecting/correcting cir-

signal SI to the motion vector operation circuit 18, and cuit^ error detecting/correcting circuit 23

supplying the resulting motion vector as motion data detects an uncorrectable signal error in the compressed

S15 to the motion compensation circuit 19 and the en- 15 motion Picture S21, the switching circuit 30 oper-

coder 9. ates to interrupt storage of the resulting defective re-

The motion compensation circuit 19 reads reference constructed picture block S29 as a block of the new

pictures S16 from the frame memory 4, and supplies
reconstructed picture the frame memory 29

motion prediction data S17, which performs motion ^ demuldplexer Circuit 24 separates the motion

compensation on the reference pictures S16, to the
20 vector S30 from the S22, and supphes the moUon vector

frame memory 4 vta switching circuit 31 to the motion vector mem-

The encoder 9 encodes the motion data S15, which is
orv Z?'^ *hcn *e error detecting/correcting

obtained by the motion vector operation circuit 18, to
23^ not detected an uncorrectable error, the

provide the motion vector S7 supplied to the multi- „ i™
Cm

l
31 supphes the current motion vertor

olexer 8 ' LC"' motlon vector for the current block of the

cm \ cKrt„rr M^r*et.*A ^ti^ current picture, to the motion vector memory 32, whichFIG. 3 shows the compressed motion picture signal
h £ ^ f k £f

expander apparatus 20 according to the invention for
three o^tures

expanding the compressed motion picture signal gener- ^e
P
switchuig 33 b ^ controlled by the

ated by the motion picture signal compressor shown in
3Q switchin A d^ $ Ued from^ error

FIG. 1. The apparatus 20 receives the compressed mo-
/correcting circuit 23. Normally, when an uncorrecta-

tton picture signal S21 reproduced from^ recording
ble error nas not^ detected m^ compressed mo-

medium (not
:
shown) via the mput tenmnal 21 and the

tion icture^^ ^ ^hins circuit 33 supplies
input buffer 22, whence it is supphed to the error detec- ^ current motion vector 530 to^ motion compensa-
ting/correcting circuit 23.

. ^ j 35 tion circuit 34. However, when an uncorrectable error
The error detecting/correcting circuit 23 detects and ^ detected, the switching circuit 33 supplies the previ-

corrects errors m the picture signal component of the ous motion vector 53! storeo m ^ motion vector
compressed motion picture signal S21, and supphes the mem0ry 32 to the motion compensation circuit 34.
resulting error-corrected picture signal component S22 ^ motion compensation circuit 34 receives the
to the demultiplexer 24. ... 40 reference picture S32 from the frame memory 29 and
The error detectmg/correctmg circuit 23 also reads ^ reference block from the reference picture

supplies the switching signal S23, which activates error using^ current OT the previous motion vector S30 or
concealment when the error detecting/correcting cir- S31, depending on the states of the switches 31 and 33.
cirit detects a block of the picture signal component The resulting reference block S33 is stored back in the
mcludmg an uncorrectable error. 45 frame memory 29.
The demultiplexer circuit 24 separates the motion When an uncorrectable signal error is detected, the

vectors from the error-corrected picture signal compo- frame memory 29 temporarily selects a replacement
nent S22 and supphes the resulting picture signal S24 in picture block S33' of the reference picture S32 using the
blocks to the variable-length decoder circuit 25. The previous motion vector S31, and stores the replacement
variable-length decoder circuit 25 applies variable- 50 picture block S33' in new reconstructed picture in the
length decoding to the blocks of the picture signal S24 frame memory 29 as a replacement for the defective
to provide blocks of quantized transform coefficients reconstructed picture block. The frame memory also
S25, which are supplied to the inverse quantizer 26. supplies the replacement block S33' generated in re-
The inverse quantizer 26 inversely quantizes the sponse to the previous motion vector S31 as a picture

blocks of quantized transform coefficients S25 to pro- 55 block of the motion picture output signal S34.
vide blocks of transform coefficients S26, which are When the amount ofmotion representedby the previ-
then fed into the inverse discrete cosine transform cir- ous motion vector S31 is larger than a predetermined
cuit 27. The inverse discrete cosine transform circuit 27 value, the frame memory 29 substitutes the interpolated
applies transform processing inverse to that applied by picture block S43 for the replacement picture block
the discrete cosine transform circuit 5 (FIG. 1) to each 60 S33' generated using the previous motion vector as a
block of transform coefficients S26. Each recovered replacement for the defective reconstructed picture
difference block S27 is supplied to the adder 28. block. The interpolating circuit 40 generates the inter-

The adder 28 adds the recovered difference block polated picture block S43 by intra-picture interpolation.

S27 to the reference block S28, which is a block of a The frame memory stores the interpolated picture block
reference picture read from the frame memory 29, to 65 S43 as a replacement for the defective reconstructed
produce the reconstructed picture block S29. The re- picture block ofthe new reconstructed picture, and also

constructed picture block S29 is supplied to the frame supphes the interpolated picture block as a picture

memory 29 via the switching circuit 30. block of the motion picture output signal S34.

07/26/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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The interpolation circuit 40 receives the motion vec- circuits 30 and 31, and interrupts the writing of the

tor S41 via the delay circuit 41 from the motion vector defective reconstructed picture block S29 and the de-

memory 32, and also receives the switching signal S23 fective motion vector S30 into the frame memory 29

via the delay circuit 42. When the amount of motion and the motion vector memory 32, respectively,

represented by the motion vector S41 is larger than a 5 The error detecting and correcting circuit S23 addi-

predetermined threshold, the interpolation circuit 40 tionally supplies the switching signal S23 to the vector

produces the interpolation picture block S43 calculated memory 32 and to the switching circuit 33. This causes

from the values S42 of the boundary pixels of the four the motion vector of the picture block of the previous

picture blocks adjacent the defective picture block. For picture S31 corresponding to the defective picture

example, the value of the pixel X, indicated by the 10 block to be supplied via the switching circuit 33 from

shaded circle X in FIG. 7, is calculated from the values the motion vector memory 32, where it is stored, to the

of the four pixels A, B, C and D, indicated by the un- motion compensation circuit 34 in lieu of the defective

shaded circles in FIG. 7. The values of the boundary motion vector S30. The motion compensation circuit 34

pixels are read out from the frame memory 29. applies motion compensation to the reference picture

FIG. 7 illustrates the intra-picture interpolation pro- IS using to the motion vector of the previous picture to

cessing, for which, to calculate the pixel value x of the provide the replacement picture block S33' to replace

pixel X, the interpolation circuit 40 requires the pixel the defective reconstructed picture block derived from

values (a, b, c, and d) of the four pixels A, B, C and D the signal portion including the uncorrectable error,

in the blocks located above, below, to the left, and to When the error detecting/correction circuit 23 de-

the right of the defective picture block R. Therefore, 20 tects an uncorrectable signal error in the porion of the

the interpolation processing cannot be carried out until compressed motion picture signal representing the I-

after the picture block located adjacently below the picture II, shown in FIG. 4, at least the motion vector

defective picture block R has been reconstructed. How- V (P0P1) between the first and second P-pictures P0
ever, if the defective picture block R is located in the and PI stored in the motion vector memory 32 is used to

lowermost slice of the picture, the interpolation circuit 25 produce the replacement picture block S33' of the I-pic-

40 starts the intra-picture interpolation processing im- ture II from die second P-picture PI by inter-picture

mediately after the inter-picture prediction processing prediction.

has been completed by the motion compensating circuit The frame memory 29 replaces the defective picture

34. block resulting from the signal portion including the

The delay circuits 41 and 42 delay the motion vector 30 uncorrectable signal error with the replacement picture

541 and the switching signal S23 to enable the picture block S33' produced by the motion compensation cir-

block preceding the current picture block by one slice cuit 34, and supplies the replacement picture block a

to be corrected. picture block of the motion picture output signal S34.

The compressed motion picture signal expander ap- This effectively avoids deterioration of the quantity

paratus 20 described above sequentially receives the 35 of the resulting reproduced picture, and prevents the

compressed motion picture signal S21 reproduced from results of the uncorrectable signal error from propagat-

the recording medium, and feeds this signal via the ing to other pictures, as occurs in prior art decoders

input buffer circuit 22 to the error detecting/correcting when an uncorrected error is present in an I-picture.

circuit 23. Similarly, in the compressed motion picture signal

The error detecting/correcting circuit 23 corrects 40 expander 20, when the uncorrectable error is detected

errors in the compressed motion picture signal using the in the portion of the compressed motion picture signal

error detecting and correcting code embedded in the representing the second P-picture PI, the replacement

compressed motion picture signal. The error/detecting block is generated using the motion vector V (I0P0)

correcting circuit feeds the resulting error-corrected between the I-picture 10 and the first P-picture P0 and,

picture signal component S22 via the demultiplexer 45 using that motion vector, carrying out inter-picture

circuit 24, the variable-length decoding circuit 25, and prediction of the replacement block S33' of the second

the inverse quantizer 26, to the inverse discrete cosine P-picture PI from the first P-picture PO.

transform circuit 27. The inverse discrete cosine trans- Further, as shown in FIG. 6, in the compressed mo-
form circuit feeds the recovered difference block to the tion picture signal expander 20, when the uncorrectable

adder 28. 50 code error is detected in the portion of the compressed

The adder 28 produces reconstructed picture blocks motion pictures signal representing the fourth B-picture

S29 by adding the recovered difference block S27 to the B3 predicted from both the first and second P-pictures

reference block S28. The reference block is generated P0 and PI, the motion vector V (I0B1) between the first

by applying motion compensation to the I-picture 10 I-picture 10 and the second B-picture Bl, and the mo-
stored in the frame memory 29 as a reference picture. 55 tion vectorV (P0B1) between the first P-picture P0 and

The adder supplies the reconstructed picture block via the second B-picture Bl are used to predict the replace-

the switching circuit 30 to the frame memory 29. The ment picture block S33' for the fourth B-picture B3
P-picture P0 and the B-pictures BO, Bl, ... are sequen- from both the first and second. P-pictures P0 and PI.

tiaHy reconstructed by expanding the compressed mo- However, when the amount ofmotion represented by
tion picture signal and are stored in the picture memory 60 the motion vector is large, it is possible to substitute

29. These pictures are also read out of the frame mem- intra-picture interpolation processing for the above-

ory to provide pictures of the motion picture output described inter-picture prediction processing as follows:

signal S34 (FIG. 4). the interpolation circuit 40 determines whether or not

When the error detecting/correcting circuit 23 de- the amount ofmotion represented by the motion vector

tects in the reproduced compressed motion picture 65 S41 supplied via the delay circuit 41 is larger than a

signal S21 a signal portion that includes an uncorrecta- predetermined value. If the amount ofmotion is smaller

ble signal error, the error detecting/correcting circuit than the rjredetennined value, the frame memory 29

23 supplies the switching signal S23 to the switching supplies a picture block, as a picture block ofthe motion

07/26/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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picture output signal S34, which is subject to the inter- ture. These positional relation ofblocks R and A to D is

picture interpolation in which, for example, the pixel shown in FIG. 8.

value x of the pixel X in the defective block is replaced The compressed motion picture signal expander de-

by the corresponding pixel value of the replacement scribed above operates as follows to provide a motion
picture block S33\ 5 picture output signal by expanding a compressed mo-
On the other hand, when the amount of motion is tion picture signal in units of blocks. When an uncor-

larger than the predetermined value, the interpolation rectable signal error is detected in the compressed mo-
circuit 40 produces the pixel value of each pixel in the tion picrare ^ resulting defective reconstructed
defective picture block from the values of the boundary

picture block k temporarily replaced with a replace-
pixds of the four blocks surrounding the defective pic- 10 mcnt ^ block . replacement picture block is
tureblock. For examp e, m^latxon circuit "derives

b rediction from a^ picture ^
the value of the p*el * *" values of the four

Vec4 of the past picture Furmer, if the motion
pixels (A, B, C and D) in the picture blocks adjacent the - A, ^ \T i r

defective picture block R reskng from the signal por-
vec
f

r of*e
Jf * TCPT^J ^TTt

tion that includes the uncorrectable signal error! The 15
m°?°±^C t^'™™^*** Plcta^ "

interpolation circuit supplies the block of interpolated
b*

f°
mterpolated replacement picture block.

pixel%alues as the interpolated replacement picture
^rpolated replacement block is generated by

block S43 interpolation using the boundary pixels of the picture

As shown in FIG. 7, the four pixels indicated by the
blocks adjacent, the defective picture block. In this man-

unshaded circles A, B, C and D on the boundary of the 20
ner

* *** defective picture block can be replaced so as to

picture blocks adjacent the defective picture block R render^ effect ofthe uncorrectable signal error unno-

are the pixels that are located in the same column and ticeable, regardless of the amount of motion of the de-

row of the respective adjacent blocks as the pixel indi- fective picture block.

cated by the shaded circle X in the picture block R. The In &e embodiment described above, the picture is

pixels A, B, C, and D have pixel values of a, b, c, and d,
2$

predicted in units of pictures, which can be frames or

respectively. fields.

Assuming that distances between the four pixels A, B, Further, in the embodiment described above, the

C and D and the pixel X are LA, LB, LC and LD, invention is applied to a system utilizing a discrete co-

respectively, the pixel value x of the pixel X can be sine transform (DCT) and inter-picture motion predic-

obtained by the linear interpolation as expressed by the
3Q

tion. However, the invention is not limited to the above
following formula: case, and may be applied to a compressed motion pic-

The pixel value x is supplied to the frame memory 29 as ture signal expander executing prediction processing

the interpolated value of the pixel X in the interpolated between frames.

replacement block S43. The process is repeated for all Further, in the embodiment described above, inter-

the other pixels in the interpolated replacement block
35 picture prediction of the replacement picture block to

replace the defective picture block derived from to the
The frame memory 29 stores the interpolated replace- signal portion including the uncorrectable signal error

ment block S43 as a replacement for the defective pic- is carried out by performing motion compensation using
ture block, instead of the replacement picture block the motion vector of the picture block of the past pic-
S33', and supplies it as a picture block of the motion ^ tore corresponding to the defective picture block. How-
picture output signal S34. evex> ^ invention is not limited to this, and may be
When the defective picture block R is in the outer- applied to the case in which the replacement is carried

most slice or column of the picture, or when one of the out ^ pixel^ of^ picture block of me past
picture blocks adjacent the picture block R has also picture correSponding to the defective picture block,
been derived from a portion of the compressed motion

Further, in the embodiment described above, when
picture signal that mcludes an imcorrectable signal er- m ^^^^ signal error occurs, an intra-picture
ror, aH four pixels A, B C and D m the adjacent blocks mterpoktion replacement picture block is generated, or
cannot be used[for mterpolating the mterpolated re- ^ mter-picture replacement picture block is generated
pkcement block S43. I* this case, the pixel value x is ^ ^ motion vector of the past picture. However,SsaiK oppos

50
*

nottr to
?
d *e

For example, in FIG. 7, if the adjacent block to the "P*«=~P ê bloc* te dei
\
ved from

left of Sedefective block cannot be used for interpola- P'ctorc *^f0" ** *f^L™T ™
tion, and thus the pixel value b of the pixel B cannoTbe Pf^c m curre°t P10^ For"
obtained P * shows the motion vectors of adjacent pic-

55 ture blocks that have been reconstructed and are lo-

b-d cated to the left and above the missing block R.

Further, in the embodiment described above, if it is

is substituted in the formula (1) to obtain the value x impossible to use the picture blocks adjacently located

of pixel X. to the left and to the right of the defective picture block

When it is impossible to use adjacent picture blocks 60 R for interpolation, the pixel value x of the pixel X is

located both to the left and to the right of the defective obtained using the formula (3). However, the invention

picture block R, formula (3) is used to calculated the is not limited to this case. If it is impossible to use the

value x of the pixel X using only the pixel values a and adjacent picture blocks located above and below the

c ofthe pixels A and C located in the blocks above and defective block R for interpolation, the pixel value x of

below the defective block. 65 the pixel X can be obtained in a similar manner.
This interpolation processing provides error conceal- Further, in the embodiment described above utilizes

ment that renders the replacement for the defective the sequence shown in FIG. 2, Le., sequence of 10, B0,

picture block unnoticeable relative to the adjacent pic- Bl, P0, B2, BO, PI, B4, B5, II, . . . However, the inven-
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12
tion is not limited to this, and may be applied to differ-

ent sequences of combinations of intra-picture coded

pictures (I-pictures), forward predictively-coded pic-

tures (P-pictures), and bidirectional predictively-coded

pictures (B-pictures).

Further, in the embodiment described hereinabove,

the motion vectors for the last three pictures are stored

in the motion vector memory 3Z However, the inven-

tion is not limited to this, and may be applied to various

cases in which the motion vectors of multiple past pic-

tures axe stored.

Furthermore, the embodiment has been described

with respect to the case in which the uncorrectable

signal error occurs in a single picture. However, the

invention may also be applied to the case in which un-

correctable signal errors occur continuously.

For example, if the uncorrectable signal errors occur

in the P-picture PI and in the I-picture U, the motion
vectorV (I0P0) between the I-picture 10 and the P-pic-

ture P0 can be used to derive the replacement picture 20

block.

While there has been described in connection with

the preferred embodiments of the invention, it will be

obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes

10

15

3. The compressed motion picture signal expander

according to claim 1, wherein:

the compressed motion picture signal includes signal

portions representing a current picture, the current

picture being a bidirectional predictively-coded

picture; and

when the error detection signal indicates that an un-

correctable error is detected in one of the signal

portions representing the current picture, the de-

coding means provides the portion of the motion

picture output signal using the previously-decoded

picture, an additional previously-decoded picture,

and the previous motion vector, the previously-

decoded picture being one of an predictively-

coded picture and an mtra-coded picture, the addi-

tional previously-decoded picture being a predic-

tively-coded picture, the previously-decoded pic-

ture and the additional previously-decoded picture

being decoded by the decoding means before the

current picture, the previous motion vector being a

motion vector used by the decoding means to de-

code a bidirectional predictively coded picture

decoded before the current picture.

The compressed motion picture signal expander
and modifications may be made therein without depart- 25 according to claim 1, 2, or 3, additionally comprising

35

40

ing from the invention, and it is aimed, therefore, to

cover in the appended claims all such changes and mod-
ifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of the

invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A compressed morion picture signal expander for

expanding a compressed motion picture signal to pro-

vide a motion picture output signal, the compressed
motion picture signal comprising a sequence of signal

portions, each signal portion representing part of a pic-

ture and including a motion vector, the apparatus com-
prising:

error correcting means for correcting errors in the

compressed motion picture signal, and for supply-

ing an error detection signal when an uncorrecta-

ble error is detected in a signal portion; and
decoding means for decoding said each signal portion

of the compressed motion picture signal using a

previously-decoded picture and the motion vector

of the signal portion to provide a portion of the 45

motion picture output signal, the decoding means
providing a portion of the motion picture output

signal using the previously-decoded picture and a

previous motion vector used by the decoding

means to decode the previously-decoded picture

when the error detection signal indicates an uncor-

rectable error is detected in said signal portion.

2. The compressed motion picture signal expander
according to claim 1, wherein:

the compressed motion picture signal includes signal 55

portions representing a current picture, the current

picture being one of an mtra-coded picture and a

predictively-coded picture; and
when the error detection signal indicates that an un-

means for reading the compressed motion picture signal

from an optical disc.

5. A compressed motion picture signal expander for

expanding a compressed motion picture signal to pro-

30 vide a motion picture output signal, the compressed
motion picture signal comprising a sequence of signal

portions, each signal portion representing part of a pic-

ture and including a motion vector, the apparatus com-
. prising:

error correcting means for correcting errors in the

compressed motion picture signal, and for supply-

ing an error detection signal when an uncorrecta-

ble error is detected in a signal portion; and
decoding means for decoding said each signal portion

of the compressed motion picture signal using a

previously-decoded picture and the motion vector

of the signal portion to provide a portion of the

motion picture output signal, the decoding means
providing one of a predictive picture signal and an

interpolated picture signal as the portion of the

motion picture output signal when the error detec-

tion signal indicates an uncorrectable error is de-

tected in said signal portion.

6. The compressed motion picture signal expander

according to claim 5, wherein the decoding means in-

cludes means for generating the predictive picture sig-

nal using the previously-decoded picture and a previous

motion vector used by the decoding means to decode
the previously-decoded picture.

7. The compressed motion picture signal expander

according to claim 6, wherein the decoding means pro-

vides the interpolated picture signal as the portion of

the motion picture output signal when the error detec-

tion signal indicates an uncorrectable error is detected

50

correctable error is detected in a signal portion 60 in the signal portion and the previous motion vector

representing the current picture, the decoding
means provides the portion of the motion picture

output signal using the previously-decoded picture,

the previously-decoded picture being a picture

decoded by the decoding means immediately be-

fore the current picture, and the previous motion
vector used by the decoding means to decode the

previously-decoded picture.

represents a motion quantity greater than a predeter-

mined value.

8. The compressed motion picture signal expander
according to claim 5 or 6, wherein:

65 said each signal portion represents a block of a pic-

ture; and

the decoding means includes means for generating

the interpolated picture signal by interpolation
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using decoded blocks adjacent the block repre-

sented by the signal portion wherein the error de-

tection signal indicates an uncorrectable error is

detected.

9. The compressed motion picture signal expander

according to claim 5 or 6, additionally comprising

means for reading the compressed motion picture signal

from an optical disc.

10. The compressed motion picture signal expander

according to claim 5, wherein:

said each signal portion represents a block of a pic-

ture; and

10

14
the decoding means provides the interpolated picture

signal as the portion of the motion picture output

signal when the error detection signal indicates an

uncorrectable error is detected in the signal portion

and an adjacent block motion vector represents a

motion quantity greater than a predetermined

value, the adjacent block motion vector being the

motion vector of a signal portion representing a

block adjacent the block represented by the signal

portion wherein the error detection signal indicates

an uncorrectable error is detected.
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